Abstract-Optical fiber sensors based on stimulated Brillouin scattering in optical fibers have now clearly demonstrated their excellent capability for long-range distributed strain and temperature measurements. The fiber is used as sensing element and a value for temperature and/or strain can be obtained from any point along the fiber. While the spatial resolution of classical configurations is practically limited to 1 meter by the phonon lifetime, novel approaches have been demonstrated these past years that can overcome this limit. In this paper, this could be achieved by two physical processes: prior activation of a steady acoustic wave through the classical Brillouin interaction between two Brillouin pumps, and interrogation by Bragg reflection on the acoustic wave using a distinct ultra-short pulse in a highly birefringent fiber. We could achieve a spatial resolution below one centimeter, while preserving the full accuracy on the determination of temperature and strain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED fiber sensing based on stimulated Brillouin scattering in optical fibers was first proposed in the late 1980s as an alternative technique to the classical optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) to measure local attenuation along an optical fiber [1] . It turned out rapidly that it had many more potentialities for sensing, since Brillouin scattering is intrinsically very sensitive to temperature and the deformations experienced by the fiber [2] , [3] . This comes from the property that Brillouin scattering must satisfy a very strict phase matching condition, making the interaction observable as a resonance spectrally spreading over a very narrow band (typically 27 MHz at a wavelength of 1550 nm). For this reason, many different configurations based on stimulated Brillouin scattering were proposed to improve sensing performance in terms of measurement range, spatial resolution and measurement time [4] - [8] . However, in most time-domain Brillouin distributed sensors, it remains still a scientific challenge to overcome the spatial resolution limitation resulting from the finite phonon lifetime, which is approximately 1 m (equivalent to a 10-ns-long pump pulse) observed as an excess spectral broadening of the Brillouin resonance. An alternative approach based on dynamic Brillouin grating distributed sensing (DBG-DS) has been recently proposed using a highly birefringent fiber and has experimentally demonstrated temperature and/or strain measurements with a high spatial resolution, and even distributed birefringence measurements in polarization maintaining fibers [9] - [13] . The spatial resolution using this type of sensing mechanism was soon identified as physically limited only by the motion of the acoustic wave that is much lesser than a millimeter. In this paper, the results are obtained using the same principle of distributed fiber sensing as presented in former papers [9] , [13] , but by consolidating with more details the physical principles behind dynamic Brillouin grating sensing. In addition, various sensing illustrative applications are presented, taking advantage of a 5.5-mm extreme spatial resolution, which is the best ever reported to our knowledge in any time-domain Brillouin distributed sensor.
II. PRINCIPLE OF DBG-DS
Stimulated Brillouin scattering in optical fibers is an efficient nonlinear interaction between two counter-propagating optical waves (a strong pump at frequency and a weak probe at frequency ), mediated by an acoustic wave. Once a specific phase matching condition is met, given by the proper matching of the optical and acoustic wavelengths, themselves related to the waves' frequencies by their specific velocities, a periodic acoustic density wave appears along the fiber due to the electrostriction process. It is only realized for a strict spectral separation between the two optical waves ( ) that must be equal to the acoustic wave frequency ( is called the Brillouin frequency shift and is the acoustic velocity) [14] , [15] . In turn this density wave results in a modulation of the refractive index that acts as a moving grating reflector realizing the exact Bragg condition for the two optical waves. Since the Bragg reflector is moving at the acoustic velocity the scattered light experiences a Doppler shift, so that eventually a perfect in-phase coupling is achieved from the higher frequency wave to the lower frequency phase, and a perfect -phase coherent superposition for the reverse coupling. The net result of the interaction is the lower frequency optical wave experiences an exponential growth, designated as 1530-437X/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE SBS amplification. On the contrary, the higher frequency optical wave experiences an exponential attenuation, so that SBS can also be assimilated to an attenuation process, which is designated as SBS loss. The pump can be chosen to be the higher or the lower frequency wave, the response is perfectly symmetric on the probe and of identical amplitude in a low gain configuration. Now let us consider the particular case when an acoustic grating is generated through the SBS process in a highly birefringent fiber such as a polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). Fig. 1 describes the configuration of optical frequencies and states of polarization for two pumps and signal waves. Two counter-propagating pump waves (Pump 1 at and probe at , and ) interact to create the acoustic grating while the two pumps propagate along one primary polarization axis of the PMF. Since the role of these two interacting waves is to essentially generate an acoustic wave of the largest possible amplitude, requiring preferably their powers to be of similar magnitude, they are both designated as "pumps." In such a situation, a light signal traveling along the orthogonal polarization axis with respect to the pumps is of great interest, since its light can be reflected by the grating. However, it must be noticed that the optical frequency of this signal light has to be different to the orthogonally polarized pumping waves, since the Bragg condition is satisfied at a distinct frequency as a result of the difference in the refractive index between the slow and fast polarization axes [16] . Actually, the properties of the grating in terms of spectral bandwidth and reflectance can be dynamically controlled by simply varying the time waveform of the two pump waves, thereby designated as dynamic Brillouin grating (DBG).
The central frequency of the dynamic grating can be simply calculated by the expression [16] (1) where is the group index. This expression basically results from the strict frequency matching condition for stimulated Brillouin scattering in optical fibers [14] , [15] (2) and being the refractive indices along the slow and fast axes of the fiber, respectively, the superscripts representing the polarization direction of the optical waves and being the acoustic velocity. It can be clearly seen in (1) that the signal must be placed at an up-shifted frequency above the pump due to the simple fact that . On the other hand, it is obvious that when the polarization states of the pumps and signal are swapped, i.e., the grating is generated by two pumps that are -polarized, the signal frequency must be down-shifted below the pump frequency without changing the spectral distance between Pump 1 and the signal given by (1) .
This type of sensing technique presents crucial advantages by two aspects due to the fact that the physical processes of the DBG creation and its interrogation are absolutely distinct. First, the spectral bandwidth of the Brillouin grating is uniquely determined by its optical length, itself fixed by the duration of the pumps [17] , [18] . In general, continuous waves (CW) can be utilized as Brillouin pumps, but a pulsed wave is preferable for Pump 2, co-propagating and just anticipating the signal pulse, to avoid any possible depletion and an excessive gain for Pump 1. Nonetheless this pulse shows a duration far exceeding the acoustic life time ( ns) to allow a full building of the acoustic wave. Therefore, the generated DBG is continuously present along the entire fiber as far as the signal pulse is concerned, while keeping a narrow Brillouin gain spectrum. Second, the spatial resolution in this measurement is essentially determined by the duration of the signal pulse. It must be pointed out that the signal pulse is only used to probe the local grating amplitude, so its duration can be shortened to any desired value, leading to the possibility to achieve a considerably shorter spatial resolution while maintaining a good accuracy on the determination of the Brillouin shift . Actually, the DBG acts as a Bragg reflector and its spectral transfer function can be fully compared to a weak fiber Bragg grating written in an optical fiber [17] . So, it can be assumed that the signal pulse propagates through a very long weak Bragg grating, and the signal pulse is continuously reflected by the short fraction of the grating covered by the pulse. It is possible to obtain this way a high spatial resolution map of the local Brillouin grating amplitude along the fiber. In summary, the grating is generated by quasi-CW waves and its local amplitude will only depend on the Brillouin gain spectrum at the given position. The very short signal pulse experiences a reflection proportional the local grating amplitude and its backscattered time distribution directly provides a map of the acoustic wave local amplitude. By then changing the frequency difference between Pumps 1 and 2, it is possible to activate acoustic waves with different frequencies and retrieve the local Brillouin gain spectrum that shows a strong dependence on temperature and strain.
The principle of operation of a DBG-based distributed sensor, as described above, is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the red spot represents an externally applied temperature or strain. The SBS interaction between two CW pumps creates a DBG all along the fiber with a constant reflectivity if the Brillouin frequency shift of the fiber does not vary along the fiber. So, the signal pulse will be continuously back-reflected while propagating through the grating. However, the pulse reflection substantially drops in presence of a hot spot, since the Brillouin frequency shift in this section is different and so the Brillouin gain that determines the strength of the grating vanishes. Therefore, by simply mapping the time trace to the fiber distance, one can find the spatial position of a particular heating event in the fiber. On the other hand, the time trace can be inversed so as to show a maximum reflection in the heating section when the frequency difference between two pumps is set at the Brillouin frequency in this section. All Brillouin frequency configurations can be addressed by scanning the frequency difference between the 2 pumps and the local Brillouin spectrum can be thus conveniently retrieved. From the spectrum the central frequency is determined that gives a measure of temperature or strain.
III. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT AND RESULTS
The experimental layout of the DBG-based distributed sensor we implemented is depicted in Fig. 3 . A commercial distributedfeedback laser diode (DFB-LD) at 1551 nm is used as a light source. The higher branch is boosted using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to generate Brillouin Pump 1. In addition, Pump 1 is sent into a linear polarizer to align the state of polarization along the -axis. Then Pump 1 is delivered into one end of the PMF. The optical power of Pump 1 before entering the fiber is controlled by a variable optical attenuator and is set to 20 dBm. The lower branch is externally modulated through an electro-optic modulator (EOM) around the range of possible Brillouin frequencies and a DC bias is adequately applied to the modulator, resulting in a complete suppression of the optical carrier. So, at the output of the EOM, only two sidebands are present at frequencies below and above the optical carrier frequency, respectively. Then the higher frequency sideband is precisely selected using a tunable fiber Bragg grating. In turn, the optical power is also amplified by another EDFA, generating Brillouin Pump 2. This way the two Brillouin pumps can be exactly separated by frequency differences close to the Brillouin frequency shift, and also their spectral distance remains intrinsically highly stable [5] . The state of polarization of Pump 2 is also aligned along the -axis in the same manner, before entering into the fiber from the other end of the fiber at a similar 20-dBm power level.
The signal pulse is then generated using the gain switching technique by simply modulating the injection current applied to another DFB laser diode with closely matching wavelength. This way a signal pulse train with a 55-ps FWHM duration is generated, as shown in Fig. 4 , at a repetition rate of 25 MHz (40-ns period), which is much longer than the transit time of 2.1 ns through the entire sensing fiber. So, it is secured that only one signal pulse propagates through the entire sensing fiber. The central frequency of the signal pulse is precisely controlled by the temperature applied to the laser diode, for a perfect centering of the signal frequency on the middle of the grating resonance. It was found that the DBG is spectrally positioned at around 45 GHz above the Pump 1 frequency, determined by the fiber birefringence. Then the signal pulse is strongly amplified by a high gain EDFA, resulting in a peak power of about 20 W necessary to counterbalance the weak reflectivity of the grating. The state of polarization of the signal pulse is controlled to be orthogonally aligned with respect to the two pumps, hence linearly polarized along the -axis. The signal pulse is then combined with Pump 1 using a polarization beam combiner (PBC) and launched into the PM-DSF to interrogate the distributed acoustic grating amplitude with a spatial resolution of 5.5 mm.
A 42-cm-long polarization maintaining dispersion shifted fiber (PM-DSF) is used in this experiment as a sensing fiber (fiber under test, FUT) and the Brillouin characteristics of the fiber were measured, showing a Brillouin frequency shift of 10.56 GHz and a Brillouin gain FWHM bandwidth of 30 MHz. The layout of the FUT is shown in Fig. 5 . The PM-DSF is spliced to a different type of PMF, showing a distinct Brillouin shift and the splicing is protected using a plastic heat shrink tube. Then, we create a very local hot spot over 8 mm of fiber using heating resistors at a 77-mm distance from the splicing. Moreover, the sensing fiber is in direct tight contact to a bulk stone optical table to avoid the typical heat propagation from the heated segment to the rest of the fiber, which is normally observed as a smooth transition of the Brillouin frequency shift in the vicinity of the heating position.
To realize distributed measurements along the fiber, the temporal trace of the reflection while the signal pulse propagates through the DBG is acquired using a fast detector with 32 times averaging and a sampling rate of 40 GSa/s, equivalent to points cm. Actually, a temporal trace is acquired for a set of frequency spacings between Pump 1 and Pump 2 by incrementing from 10.50 to 10.65 GHz by 1-MHz steps. Fig. 6 shows a 3-D map of the distributed Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) along the initial part of the sensing fiber, approximately the section shown in Fig. 5 . It is immediately visible that the BGS near the 8-mm heated section is clearly separated from the rest of the fiber that remains under normal environmental condition, hence verifying the high spatial resolution of this system. The distribution of exact Brillouin frequency shift was calculated from the measurement as a function of position with a spatial resolution of 5.5 mm, as shown in Fig. 7 . One can see a sharp step transition of Brillouin frequency appearing at the heating position, which apparently results from the temperature variation. The amount of increment in Brillouin frequency shift was measured to be MHz, which corresponds to a temperature change of K according to results of previous measurements [9] .
The local BGSs at two different positions under an ambient temperature and a heating section are shown in Fig. 8 . A clear shift between the peak frequencies of the two BGSs is observed Fig. 9 . Temporal distribution of the signal pulse reflection along the sensing fiber when five fingers from one hand are placed on the fiber, as shown in the inset image. The pump frequency difference is adjusted to give a maximal reflection at ambient temperature. The local heating of the fingers is sufficient to create enough detuning which results in a localized drop of the Brillouin grating reflectivity exactly at the fingers position.
without a significant broadening of the spectrum in the hot spot, showing a spectral width of 52 MHz. In a standard time-domain Brillouin sensor, an equivalent spatial resolution using the same signal pulse would be associated with a FWHM bandwidth of 8-GHz spectrum, showing that the accuracy on the Brillouin frequency determination is obviously maintained together with the achievement of a high spatial resolution. It must be noticed that the spectral profile of the BGS reflects the temperature distribution within the spatial resolution and, despite our efforts, clearly a non-uniform temperature profile is realized in the hot spot as evidenced by the distorted Brillouin gain spectrum. It remains very challenging to make a uniform and sharp thermal transition in an optical fiber over a few mm, since at that scale heat conduction is turning important and the diffusion length is calculated to be about 3 mm in a silica fiber of standard size. It must be pointed out that the central frequency of the DBG shifts in an inversely proportional manner to the temperature change, due to the dependence of the fiber birefringence on external temperature, showing a typical value of 50 MHz/K [19] . Actually, the decrease of the peak amplitude observed in our experiment can be simply explained by this overall shift of dynamic grating spectrum. But the very broad 8-GHz spectral width of the signal pulse secures a sufficient reflection over a fairly large temperature range.
It is also interesting to observe that a linear variation of the Brillouin frequency is also observed in Fig. 8 within a 10-mmlong region located at the splice protection section, resulting in 1 MHz/mm. This gradual decrease of the Brillouin frequency probably results from a compressive strain, possibly resulting from the cooling of the heat shrunk protection. In a previous study, the Brillouin frequency dependence on strain was experimentally evaluated, resulting in the value of 0.05 MHz [5] , [20] . So, we can estimate that the residual stress induced by the heat shrunk protection might be of the order of 200 .
As an illustration of the effective sub-centimetric spatial resolution and the strict localization of the dynamic Brillouin gratings a randomly spaced successive temperature change along the sensing fiber has been tested. The spatial sequence of temperature steps was realized by simply touching the PMF with the five fingers, so that the contacting points are heated by the normal human body temperature, as shown in the inset of Fig. 9 . The frequency difference between the two pumps was set to lead to a maximum reflection at ambient temperature. So, the signal pulse experienced less reflection while propagating under the fingers. This results in five dips in the time trace shown in Fig. 9 , which represent the localized heating events, so equivalent to the individual positions of the five fingers. The relative spacing of the fingers can be easily checked by the positioning of the dips.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have experimentally demonstrated for the first time using a time-domain coding sub-centimetric distributed Brillouin fiber sensing , using a sensing system based on dynamic Brillouin grating in polarization maintaining fibers. In this type of distributed sensing system, the duration of the signal pulse has no impact on the measurement accuracy, since this pulse is not involved in the generation of the acoustic grating, hence the spectral bandwidth of the measured Brillouin resonance is not modified by the power spectrum of the signal pulse. It means that the spatial resolution of this system can be ultimately improved, possibly down to a sub-millimeter scale. However, some effects turn non-negligible at such small scale, such as the thermal diffusion, the strain profile through the fiber section and the acoustic wave propagation during the phonon lifetime ( mm). By reaching this spatial resolution we think to be close of the limit where the fiber dimensions start to be non-negligible and thus to impact on the measurement.
